In the present note we indicate a generalization of (1.1) and in particular that for p=3 (mod 4),
(-«« g (7)a«<7) and If we multiply both sides of (2.2) by a" and sum over », then <2-3) ¿(tMt)-!*"^)*-where 00 f(x) = E a« Sm «T*
»=1
If we assume a" real and Ea» absolutely convergent, then we may be able to infer from (2.3) that the sum in the left member is positive. For example let ar, = a,a. for arbitrary integers r, s and let |a"| <1
for all », then the product extends over all primes q. In some instances the assumption of absolute convergence can be weakened.
In particular if we make use of the expansion [3, p. 65]
where the product extends over all primes q. We infer that the left member of (2.4) is positive for ife^O (the case k = 0 requires special treatment since the convergence of the series on the right is not absolute). [February
We infer that the left member of (2.5) is positive for *^0 (again the case k = 0 requires special treatment; compare [2] ).
3. For p = l (mod 4), (2.1) becomes
by means of which we can again assert an identity like (2.3) where f(x) is now a cosine series. However we shall discuss only the particular cases corresponding to the Bernoulli and Euler polynomials.
In the first place, making use of [3, p. 65] 2(2*)! " cos2»irx B2k(x) = (-1)^^-^T.
--. then we term the elements x and y n-commutative. It is not difficult to verify that »-commutativity and (1-»)-commutativity are equivalent properties of the elements x and y, that ( -^-commutativity implies ordinary commutativity, and that commuting elements are »-commutative.
From any concept and property involving the fact that certain elements [or functions of elements] commute, one may derive new concepts and properties by substituting everywhere «-commutativity for the requirement of plain commutativity.
This general principle may be illustrated by the following examples.
n-abelian groups are groups G such that (xy)" = x'ty'' for every x and y in G. They have first been discussed by F. Levi [3 ] ; and they will play an important rôle in our discussion. Grün [2] has introduced the n-commutator subgroup. It is the smallest normal subgroup J oí G such that G/J is «-abelian ; and J may be generated by the totality of elements of the form (xy)n(xnyn)~1 with x and y in G. Dual to the «-commutator subgroup is the n-center. It is the totality of elements z in G such that (zx)n=z"xn and (xz)n = x"zn for every x in G; see Baer [l] for a discussion of this concept.
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